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2023 Sprayer AG Spray 55 Gallon

Scott Youngblood 706-342-2242

View this car on our website at youngbloodmotor.net/7005542/ebrochure

 

Our Price $1,795
Specifications:

Year:  2023  

VIN:  X1090  

Make:  Sprayer AG Spray  

Model/Trim:  55 Gallon  

Condition:  New  

Engine:  0 cc  

Exterior:  Yellow  

Mileage:  0  

Hours:  0

 

55 GALLON QT 3PT - 3
NOZZLE BOOMLESS -
22" PRO SERIES
SPRAYGUN
Item #: 5303160-BLU
Mfg #: AG-RM553N22PS-BLU
 

Product Description
 

The AG SPRAY EQUIPMENT AG-RM553N22PS-
BLU is one of the most popular configured units
offering features and flexibility.  The 55 GALLON
QUIC-TACH (CATEGORY 1) 3 POINT SPRAYER is
equipped with 3 NOZZLE Combination FAN and
BOOMLESS Nozzles that deliver 30 Feet Coverage,
6500C Cast Iron Roller Pump with 540 Coupler and
22" PRO SERIES SPRAYGUN Package.  The single
lever boom control allows the operator to conveniently
turn the spray boom on and off from the tractor seat. 
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turn the spray boom on and off from the tractor seat. 
The boom has additional shutoff valves built into the
nozzle bodies which allow the operator the flexibility
to target the spray and use one, two or all
three nozzles as conditions dictate.  Use one of the
14 Feet coverage boomless nozzles to spray
fencelines and field borders that experience extra
weed and pest pressure. 

 

Product Features
Cast iron 6 roller pump provides up to 9 GPM with
quick PTO coupler

Category 1 hitch compatible

Durable 55 Gallon roto molded tank features UV
stabilizers and sump for increased drainage

Stainless steel 3 nozzle wetboom with
combination broadcast center tip and Boomless
side tips deliver 30 feet of total spray
coverage that can be turned on and off
independently

Pro Series spray gun is corrosion resistant and
equipped with an adjustable lockable trigger for
stream, fan or anywhere in-between. The 25 feet
of hose gives you the length necessary to reach
tight areas, around buildings and other obstacles
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